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F o r e w o r d

In a certain sense, ‘transformation’ is the core
concern of the Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC) and the Arts Council of
Switzerland – Pro Helvetia. For decades, SDC has
been involved in international development and
transition processes. Pro Helvetia too can boast
of decades long experience, both at home and
abroad, in innovative cultural work and cultural

make the insights thereby gained and the lessons learned available to a larger circle. For this
reason, we have commissioned Charles Landry to
analyze these experiences in concert with the
programme personnel and cooperation project
workers, and to synthesize the results in a
report.

encounters, by virtue of which perceptions and
attitudes can be changed.

Charles Landry’s study is now available. Far from
being a project evaluation in the traditional

From the mid-1990s, both institutions have

sense, it is more of an attempt to answer two
key questions from an independent and critical

been working hand in hand in Eastern Europe:
SDC has entrusted Pro Helvetia with the task of
conducting a longterm cultural programme.
To date, this Swiss Cultural Programme (or simply, SCP) in South-Eastern Europe and Ukraine
has supported thousands of cultural projects
and exchange initiatives in Eastern Europe,
thereby making a significant contribution to
cultural diversity in these countries.

point of view:
What can cultural work accomplish that other
forms of international cooperation either cannot, or if so, only less effectively?
And what specific recommendations can be
made for future conduct of the Programme (and
similarly oriented projects)?

Moreover, for a good three years now, the SCP

The results of Charles Landry’s study inspire us
with confidence. They show that culture can
make things change. They reveal that cultural

has also been carrying out technical cooperation
projects per se, consistently focusing on innovative, longterm cooperation projects targeted at
enhancing structural capacities in the domain of

work liberates enormous creative energy to the
benefit of the entire society. And they give rise
to the assumption that in many situations, cultural work is the best road to dialogue between

culture. Conceived as pilot projects, they point
to new methods and approaches in cultural

conflicting groups or ethnicities – and sometimes, even the only.

work.
A large panoply of experience has been gathered
in the implementation of concrete projects
while pioneering out into this cultural ‘unexplored territory’. SDC and Pro Helvetia would like to

Pius Knüsel
Director of Pro Helvetia

Walter Fust
SDC Director-General
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A time to stand back
The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) gave the Arts Council of Switzerland
Pro Helvetia a mandate which has resulted in
the Swiss Cultural Programme. The programme
was initially launched in the mid-1990’s to provide assistance to countries in transition such as
Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary through

this specific approach and for everyone to do
what they do better.
Focusing on lessons learnt is different from
doing an evaluation of a programme. An evaluation looks at the giver and recipient of funds
and seeks to judge and conclude on issues such
as effectiveness. The learning lessons approach
is more open. It takes a 360 degree perspective

the promotion of cultural exchange with Switzerland. In 2002, the programme – from then

looking at the aims, activities and actions of all
parties as if they were a learning community. It

called Swiss Cultural Programme South-East
Europe and Ukraine – started into a new phase

assumes nothing will be perfect and that there
will be failure along the way, but its goal is to

in the seven countries Albania, Bosnia-Herzego-

find ways of doing things better.
‘Culture at the heart of transformation’ could not
have been written without the help, insights
and commitment of many people totalling over
50. They include the SCP programme officers in
each country, the members of each cooperation
project and the SCP programme management.
They are listed in the acknowledgements.

Focusing on lessons learnt is
different from doing an
evaluation.

What are cooperation projects?
Cooperation projects are designed and develo-
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vina, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro, Romania and the Ukraine, where artistic
initiatives and singular events had already been
running. It was decided to create a more sub-

ped as a joint process in partnership with the
Swiss Cultural Programme (SCP) and its local
partners. This implies a strong component of
trust and respect between the donor and the

stantial, complex, longer term programme line
of so-called ‘cooperation projects’. By the begin-

grantee. Cooperation projects are three-year
projects with a budget, depending on circum-

ning of 2006, 15 of these will have been started,
with one having been already completed.

stances, of approximately 200,000 euros. They
should fit in with the respective country con-

Given the experiences gathered by partners in
the host countries and by the Swiss Cultural Programme (SCP) it now seems a good time to
stand back and reflect. The joint steering group
of the programme, composed of representatives
of SDC and Pro Helvetia, thought it would be
helpful to assess how well the programme had
worked and to communicate lessons learnt to
the wider development community in Europe
and elsewhere. The aim is to open conversation
and debate in order to share experiences about

cept of SCP, which is a plan of action to address
cultural and artistic priorities in each country.
They should have a clear and substantial aim
and set of objectives that can have a significant
impact on the cultural situation and specific
context within which they are working; they
should seek to affect social development and
involve a broad range of people; they should
promote discussion about the future of culture
where they operate so impacting on politics;
they should seek to connect regionally and

internationally and clearly focus on leaving a
legacy and being sustainable after their funding
ends. Therefore cooperation projects are not
collections of disassociated events, or groups of
activities that SCP might fund under its ‘small
actions’ programme line.
An important goal is to build the capacity of
partner organizations and also the wider group

Bulgaria has created an extensive gallery in
a former Turkish bath as well as a multimedia
lab that enables young artists to gain new
techniques in artistic production.
– ‘Art Horizons’ based in Southern Bulgaria, an
area with a strong Turkish minority, has established an intercultural youth centre, gallery
and meeting point in Kardjali as well as

of beneficiaries stretching outwards towards the
general public. For SCP the process is just as

created a multi-purpose cultural centre in
Duzdovnitsa by refurbishing a former koranic

important as the direct results. This includes
developing partnerships, conducting affairs

school.
– ‘Confluent Margins’ seeks to encourage de-

transparently and with visibility, encouraging
best practice and focusing on how their activities can be multiplied.
Currently (i. e. in summer 2005) 15 cooperation
projects are underway, which cover a broad
scope of activity within the cultural field from
urban and rural revitalization to cross-cultural
understanding, developing citizenship and
democratic competence to exploring the new
media and strengthening the creative industries.
They are in alphabetical country order:

bate about culture and innovative artistic
activity throughout Macedonia. It has a cultural centre Tochka in Skopje, it encourages
cultural events all over the country and the
setting up of debates and exhibitions by
local partners in their home-towns and has
developed a magazine for presenting the cultural achievements of local communities.
– ‘Small Door’ aims to revitalize cultural life
and inter-ethnic relations in the city of
Tetovo and Western Macedonia. The Multi-

– ‘Creative Cities Albania’ operates in Shkodra
and Pogradec where groups of cultural practitioners, artists, municipality representatives and business people are seeking to

media Arts Centre in Tetovo is a meeting
place and it offers film screenings and cultural activities in villages in the region.
– ‘Phoenix 05’ is supporting after an extensive

develop the cities imaginatively using their
unique cultural potentials.

competition five new model culture houses
in rural areas in Romania that respond and

– The ‘Youth Cultural Centre Abrasevic’ in
Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina, run by young

reflect local community desires. Each has a
different focus: A cultural resource centre

people themselves, is a lively meeting place
and venue for a diversity of activities, from
music to discussions, and a place for people
from whatever ethnic background culture to
develop their skills together.
– ‘Gramofon’, based in Sarajevo is the first new
CD-label in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It publishes
innovative, urban music as well as seeking to
preserve and document authentic Bosnian
music heritage.
– ‘The Centre for Contemporary Art’ in Plovdiv,

with a focus on language teaching, a school
for contemporary dance, a theatre studio, an
audio recording studio and folk dancing.
– ‘cARTier’ aims to help revitalize Tatarasi
district in Iasi, Romania by involving locals
to beautify the area through painting buildings, organizing cultural events and seeking
active participation in cultural life across
generations.
– ‘Open Highway E-761’ in central Serbia is a
project to develop the capacity to initiate
7

cultural activities and artistic production
within four towns, Uzice, Pozega, Cacak and
Kraljevo as well as collaboration between
them. The good practices should also affect
the municipality policies for culture.
– The Centre for Applied Cultural Management
in Odessa, Ukraine is the first of its kind in
the region and seeks to create curricula and
courses to strengthen the managerial competence of cultural managers.
– Four new projects are in their development
phase in Bulgaria, Romania, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Ukraine.
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apartment #3

The artist lives here with
his mother.
My mother leaves the
garbage bag in front of our
entrance door for me to
throw in the trash container
outside when I come home.

A
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d i f f i c u l t

c o n t e x t

Trends and transformations
Periods of history involving mass transformation, like the breakdown of the Soviet bloc fifteen years ago, can produce confusion; a sense
of liberation combined with a feeling of being
swept along by uncontrollable events, some
positive, some negative. Well established institutions and procedures disappear and with them

have different socialist legacies (Soviet style in
Ukraine and to a certain extent Bulgaria, national communism in Romania and Albania, and
the more liberal version of the Yugoslav federation) there are important similarities: In the
past there was a culture of control rather than
one of transparency and openness. But this control included more or less reliable services

trust to and predictability of the social and personal environment. In this context it takes a

(social and cultural) by the state. Against this
backdrop the countries of South East Europe are

long while and often severe conflicts for new
ethical stances to take root or to establish new,

needing to transform their economies and social
systems. This is hard coming from state systems

coherent and jointly agreed world-views or settlements that bring interests, communities or
countries together. New and old faultlines
appear and past battles re-emerge, thus requiring new re-alignments to deal with the instabilities.
This was no different in South Eastern Europe
and in spite of tremendous advances all these
countries in transition still suffer from the afteraffects of and subsequent responses to their
different types of socialist regimes. The wars

that did not endow their citizens with the permission to inquire or be entrepreneurial. Economic growth since the early 1990’s has not been
strong enough to soak up workers from the overbloated public sector bureaucracies so the sector continues to lay a cumbersome weight on
the system.
Side by side today sits a somewhat uncontrolled,
vibrant, explosive capitalism as the old regime
was abruptly jerked into the market economy. It
seemed impossible to guide the transition

surrounding the break up of Yugoslavia in the
1990’s in particular are the most harrowing
example of this process: questions of national
identity resurfaced as well as struggles about

gently and seamlessly from one system to the
next – they are too different. There were gains
and losses along the way. The ructions were
sharp and in order to keep a relative degree of

territorial boundaries and battles about power
and influence as territorial configurations were

social harmony, safety nets needed to be provided, this meant at times leaving inefficient,

worked out again. Many new countries have
emerged involving at times mass shifts of popu-

overmanned institutions intact. This transitional
period of upheaval and confusion has unleashed

lation and border instability. These conflicts
have left a troubled legacy in the heart of South
Eastern Europe. In Serbia and Montenegro this
process has not come to an end yet, as the relation between Serbia and Montenegro and between Serbia and Kosovo are still contested.
There is a need to rebuild trust, confidence and
a new community that both allow for cultural
difference yet that foster intercultural understanding.
Although the countries of South Eastern Europe

much positive energy as well as allowed the
worst and corrupt to flourish.
Freed from former constraints a ‘new planning’
has not had time to settle that balances private
wants and public needs; city development can
appear out of control without strategic focus or
aims about what is desired. A potpourri of styles
is escalating, at times it feels fresh at others
incoherent.
In the different republics of Yugoslavia, but not
only there, the new liberation went hand in

hand with a revival of nationalism and populism. The new gained strength and influence of
religion, culture and free media was used to
establish ethnically based and exclusive national identities – and to prepare the public for
war. In the last decade the theology of mass
consumerism produced cascades of clashing
colour onto the streets, with advertising hoar-

somewhat self-referential, hermetic context is
what gives the SCP initiative its excitement and
challenge. For instance whilst the indigenous
film, TV, music and publishing industries were
well developed in the past opening up to a
global market economy has curtailed possibilities. Cultural funding has equally suffered, quite
generous in the past there are now constraints.

dings often shouting global brand names of a
size and impact not found elsewhere. Sometimes

As a consequence much artistic talent has
moved abroad. In this context it has been more

it has the beauty of a wild mosaic, at others it is
a mess.

difficult to generate a confident culture that
absorbs the global, but remains authentic to its

The time that the Eastern bloc imploded coincided with dramatic shifts in the global economy.
Initially Eastern Europe benefited strongly, but
since labour costs, depending on function, are
far cheaper in China or India these cost benefits
and proximity advantages began to erode quite
quickly. Good education, a legacy of the former
regime, has provided opportunities, but the
speed of transformation demanded by globalization can be hampered by mindset and changing
this is a cultural project.

South East European roots.
Yet many younger people and organizations (and
they can be older, but are young at heart) especially from the not for profits have broken the
bounds of the seemingly difficult. They are looking for alternatives to an introvert elitist or
nationalist approach to arts and culture which
dominated after the break down of the state
sponsored system. They have forged ahead without too much concern for any mental, bureaucratic and resource barriers laid upon them. In a

Towards a more vibrant culture future
The Swiss Cultural Programme acknowledges
these known difficulties, which cannot be ig-

new way of engagement they have challenged
their societies, communicated with them and
also simply generated enjoyment. They have put
on pop, classical and avantgarde concerts; they

nored, and seeks through its intervention in the
arts and culture sphere to bring about change

have produced records, made documentaries,
published in a variety of media, organized ex-

focusing on organizations and projects that
foster independent thought, bring communities

hibitions many of which are at the cutting edge,
they have inserted art in the public realm, insti-

together, help civil society develop and spark
the imagination. This happens against a background where culture was far more institutionalised and initiatives were driven from the top
and where frequently a uniform perspective on
culture existed and where issues of diversity,
multiple identity or ‘multi-culturality’ found
little scope to be explored. Or, in the case of
Yugoslavia, are now-a-days associated with the
socialist ideology of ‘unity in diversity’.
Helping cultural actors to break out of this

gated discussion fora, debates, held conferences, often in unusual venues, they have put on
trade fairs, film, music and art festivals. Many of
these the ‘small actions’ programme line of SCP
has been able to support.
In the commercial world several sectors of the
creative economy have developed substantially
especially those connected to the new media
and advertising such as graphics, TV production
and music.
Yet there remain substantial difficulties for
11

apartment #4

Children think she is a
grumpy old woman.
She doesn’t allow them to
play in the hallway, invoking
one article of the “house
order act”.

those working in the cultural field who wish to
go beyond the established canon and require
grants to do their work, they include: An attitude that the ambit of concerns of Ministries of
Culture or local authorities might represent culture as a whole, in spite of the development of
commercial, independent and voluntary cultural
activities. In spite of the avowed move towards
decentralisation there is a tendency for public
sector policy makers still to wish to control
affairs from their centres. Budgetary procedures
remain largely highly complex. Spending money
for culture is often seen as a luxury, hence there
is very little funding available in the tight budgets of the administrations. Liberalising the
conditions within which the subsidised cultural
sector operates has remained inordinately slow
and is surrounded by obstacles. A wide range of
regulations hinders subsidised cultural organisations working autonomously including the capacity to control their finances. Bureaucratic procedures circumscribe the scope for action.
Resources are still largely administered and not
managed. An administratively driven approach is
determined by what resources an organisation
has and simply executes pre-ordained requirements. A management oriented approach by
contrast focuses on where an organisation
wishes to go and how it will achieve these aims.
It thus has a focus on policy and strategic planning and in turn this has implications for training or human resource management, marketing
and related issues. The skills of marketing are
largely under or undeveloped as in the past cultural affairs were essentially producer driven and
there was no focus on the needs and desires of
clients, users or audiences.
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Why culture?
Why is culture and within that the arts at the
centre of SCP’s collaborative programme? Culture
is who we are: the sum of our beliefs, attitudes
and habits. Our culture shapes how we create
and make our societies. So the scope, possibilities, style and tenor of social and economic
development in South Eastern Europe is cultu-

ness to change, and merits instead of connnections those adjustments to the new world may
be easier. Therefore SCP’s attention to openness
and dialogue. Those places that share ideas and
have the capacity to absorb bring differences
together more effectively. This does not mean
their culture becomes subsumed, identity is still
shaped by where you came from. There is, how-

rally determined. The focus of SCP seeks to help
those cultural actors in the region who wish to

ever, sufficient mutual influence and counterinfluence, coalescing and mixing over time to

create a more transparent, open-minded, constructively critical society; who wish to develop

create a special fused and dynamic identity not
one hardened into an ossified shell.

a culture of dialogue across boundaries and
barriers, who seek mutual understanding and
who want to enhance the chances and strengths
of a tolerant civil society.
The contention is that if the culture is more closed minded, strongly hierarchical and focuses on
traditional values it can make the culture inflexible and might make adjusting to major transformation more difficult. It might make communicating with different groups difficult, it might
hold back international trade or tourism because

Views about how life should be led, the attitudes towards work, time orientation, justice and
authority do not happen by accident. They are a
response to history and circumstance and they
have an immediate impact on the potential of
society to produce economic growth and
democracy. Culture matters for the process of
transformation – that is no different in South
Eastern Europe. If a culture esteems hard work
and the taking of responsibility the outcome
will be different than if instead it assumes

Cultures where the varied publics
can come together are a precondition for a confident civic
society.
obstacles will be created to the free flow of
exchange and ideas, it might deter creating
mixed partnerships to solve problems now
recognized as a major way forward for communities, it might hold back developing a vibrant,
empowered small business sector.
By contrast if traditions value tolerance, open14

others will take decisions for you. If a culture
emphasizes the future instead of the present
and the past it is more open to change and
innovation. On the other hand, if there prevails
an ethos that assumes no-one is to be trusted
collaboration and partnership is hard to achieve
and bureaucracy is likely to be extensive, by
contrast where trust is high regulation tends to
have a lighter touch. Societies that have transitioned from arbitrary, often cruel rule, that may
have lasted for decades or centuries will not
with ease overnight move to liberal democracy.
As the democracy of democratic countries itself
took substantial time to take hold. This is the
reason for SCP’s concern with developing cultural programmes that encourage transparency and
civil society.
These transitions can take generations to unfold
in their fullness and in the meantime ethical

shortcuts are usually taken before uncertainties
are settled within more ordered rules and common guidelines for civility. Cultures where the
varied publics can come together to co-create a
civic realm are a pre-condition for a confident
civic society that upholds rules and justice. This
is the situation where citizenship is more important than ethnic group, clan, tribe, religion or
ex-party cadre allegiance. And such cultures and
societies are likely to be more resilient, flexible
and ultimately prosperous. The SCP initiative
seeks to support those who work in this arena.

Why the arts?
SCP believes the arts can help create an openminded culture that is more resilient and adaptable to the changes brought about by political

What other activity can better
deal with dialogue between
cultures?

Culture spreads its tentacles into every crevice
of our lives; the values of a culture leave tangible marks in buildings and the industrial landscape too is shaped by culture; when we look at
places culturally and are culturally literate we
see at once whether care, pride and love is present or disenchantment, disinterest or disengagement. Culture too affects how we shop and
the look of shops, markets and retail; how we
spend leisure time and how the parks, boulevards and places of refuge are set out; how we

ructions and globalization. Think of any problem
or opportunity and the arts can help. What
other activity can better deal with dialogue between cultures, ethnic conflicts, allowing individuals to discover talents, to gain confidence, to
become motivated, to change the mindset, to
involve themselves in community.
What is special about the part of culture associated with the arts: singing, acting, writing,

move around and whether we prefer public or
private transport; how and where we give birth
to our children and how we bury our dead. The
list is endless.

dancing, performing music, sculpting, painting,
designing or drawing especially in relation to
the development of societies in transition? Participating in the arts uses the imaginary realm

Appreciating culture is crucial even more so in
periods of dramatic transformation, when people

to a degree that other disciplines do not, such
as sports or most of science. Those are more rule

are looking for new orientation and values. It is
then that the culture’s impact on society is the

bound and precise. The distinction between the
arts and writing a computer programme, en-

biggest. Culture when acknowledged gives
strength in moving forward or even in being to
reject its negative features. It then becomes a
backbone that can create the resilience that
makes change and transformation easier. Confidence is key for creativity, innovation and
renewal. When cultures feel threatened or weak
or that another culture is superimposing themselves upon it cultures go into their shell. Culture then becomes a defensive shield not open
to change, imagination and creativity.

gineering or sports is that the latter are ends in
themselves, they do not change the way you
perceive society, they tend to teach you something specific. The arts can have wider benefits
by focusing on reflection and original thought,
they pose challenges and want to communicate
(mostly). If the goal of countries in transition is
to have self-motivated, creative places they
need engaged individuals who think. Turning
imagination into reality or something concrete
is a creative act, so the arts more than most
15

activities are concerned with creativity, invention and innovation. Reinventing a society or
nursing it through transition is a creative act so
an engagement with or through the arts helps.
Engagement with arts combines stretching oneself and focusing, feeling the senses, expressing
emotion, self-reflecting and original thought.
The result can be: to broaden horizons, to con-

use as it can help them achieve their aims.
There are hardly any others ways of tapping into
this knowledge.
This highlights the role of the arts in tapping
potential. The assumption is that everyone can in
principle be more creative, involved, engaged,
informed and that this is significant in creating
citizenship in transition countries. The out of the
box, lateral thinking and use of imagination present in the arts is perhaps the most valuable

The assumption is that everyone
can be more creative.
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thing the arts can offer other disciplines such as
planning, engineering, social services or to the

vey meaning, with immediacy and/or depth, to
communicate iconically so you grasp things in
one without needing to understand step by
step, to help nurture memory, to symbolize complex ideas and emotions, to see the previously
unseen, to learn, to uplift, to encapsulate previously scattered thoughts, to anchor identity

business community especially if allied to other
emphases like a focus on local distinctiveness.
The arts help places in a variety of ways. First
with their aesthetic focus they draw attention to
quality, and beauty. Unfortunately this is expressed in a limited way, such as a public sculpture in front of an ugly or ordinary building. Yet
in principle they challenge us to ask: Is this
beautiful? This should affect how urban design
and architecture evolve. Second the arts challenge us to ask questions about ourselves as a

and to bond people to their community or by
contrast to stun, to shock by depicting terrible
images for social, moral, or thought-provoking
reasons, to criticize or to create joy, to enter-

place. This should lead us to ask: ‘What kind of
place do we want to be and how should we get
there?’ Arts programmes can challenge decision
makers by undertaking uncomfortable projects

tain, to be beautiful and the arts can even
soothe the soul and promote popular morale.

that force leaders to debate and take a stand.
For example an arts project about or with

More broadly expression through the arts is a
way of passing ideas and concepts on to later

migrants might make us look at our prejudices.
Arts projects can empower people who have

generations in a (somewhat) universal language.
Not all art for all of the time creates all these
responses. The best art though works at a number of these levels simultaneously. It is not a
linear process, it happens by association and
intuition, it is more unstructured, less step by
step than scientific or technological procedure,
it is freer flowing. It resonates at a deeper level.
As the arts can speak the language of the senses
and feelings it has immense power that the
‘scientifically’ minded should understand and

previously not expressed their views, so artists
working with communities can in effect help
consult people. For example a community play
devised with a local group can tell us much more
than a typical political process. Finally arts projects can simply create enjoyment. A useful
question to ask is: What is the problem and can
a cultural approach help; can the arts help? For
example intergenerational communication or
mixing cultures, the arts can be more effective
than many other initiatives.

In addition the best of our past arts ends up in
museums and the best of the contemporary arts
are found in galleries, theatres, performance
venues or bookshops. So the arts contribute to
creating destinations, visitor attractions they
help foster a city’s image as well as generating
an economic impact.
Underlying much of the debate about culture

organized, committed management team,
organizational structure and administration,
with legal status, that has been together for
sufficient time, that works transparently and
democratically rather than a one-personshow.
– An organization known to SCP with a proven
track record and reputation, respected in its

and arts is its creative drive in fostering local
distinctiveness. The creativity debate itself

community and with good relations to
authorities, with proven qualifications and

emerged against the backdrop of reinvigorated
globalization and the tendency to homogeneity.

respect from peers for its professional and
artistic attributes.

This takes the emphasis away from a continual
concern with the new. It asks instead what is
unique, special or different about a place. These
are then some of the main resources a place can
use to project its identity and to position itself
in the wider world. These resources might be an
old industrial sector that can be reinvented a
new such as textile or ceramics; they might be a
tradition of learning expressed in a university or
a type of music or visual arts that itself might
be the basis of a new creative industry.

– A potential for sustainability with a willingness to contribute its own resources to the
project and the financial ability to generate
income and raise funds.
– Human qualities such as being open, transparent and empathetic with the SCP and willing to collaborate and network with others.

Bright sparks on the horizon
The Swiss Cultural Programme has focused on
some bright sparks, individuals or organizations,
it has identified in South Eastern Europe. In
looking for these collaborators it had in mind an
ideal partner with a number of qualities:
– Motivation and a sense of vision, mission
and goals. Primarily SCP has been looking for
a desire to improve the livelihood of fellowcitizens through cultural activities and a willingness to address a broad public in innovative, creative and original ways. Second, for
partners to have an interest in self-improvement and that of their organization and
third to be interested in working with SCP
and active in one of the priority areas of the
country concept.
– A competent, experienced, reliable, well17

W h a t
i s
s p e c i a l
a b o u t
t h e
S w i s s
C u l t u r a l
P r o g r a m m e
a p p r o a c h ?

The SCP is special because it is:
– Without a template as to how each project
should proceed. There are a set of principles
of operation and qualities that SCP is looking
for as noted above.
– A long term relationship between two partners where there is mutual respect. This
requires a longer lead in period and a closer

jects seek to have longer term, direct and
indirect spin-offs and act as model projects
whose style of operation and ambitious intent
can be replicated. This is why capacity
building within the executing body is key. The
aim is for the organization, for example, the
Centre for Contemporary Art in Plovdiv and all
the others, to operate after completion of the

connection throughout the project. It requires adjustment and fine tuning as the initia-

project on a different, more sophisticated
plane. This might mean being able to fund-

tive progresses.
– Exploratory in nature in spite of the prepara-

raise or earn income more easily; being able
to manage more ambitious and complex

tion and consideration before the start. Each
party is trying to extend the boundaries of
what has been previously achieved. The partners perceive themselves as pioneers scouting
out possible opportunities and new futures.
– Generating each cooperation project in a
different way. In some instances it is the
partner who originates the idea or concept,
such as Confluent Margins, which had already
been focusing on how to enrich debate and
decentralise culture in Macedonia. In others

initiatives or being able to network internationally.
– Not an isolated event, but a coherent programme that may consist of many actions
and activities that is welded together for a
larger purpose. This might be, for example,
to re-imagine rural cultural houses in Romania or to build intercultural understanding
through activities in a multimedia arts centre as in Tetovo. SCP is aware that these
wider goals take time to achieve.

it emerges from a joint discussion such as
the establishment of the Gramofon CD label
in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Finally in some cases

– Trying to strengthen local talent and resources and to develop infrastructures that can
be sustained over time, such as in the
Abrasevic project. The programme is trying

SCP is special because it is
seeking to break the mould.
Pro Helvetia has suggested an opportunity
such as the Creative Cities Albania project.
– Aiming to have a wide-ranging transformational impact on the organization that executes
the project as well as on its target audience,
such as bringing the organization to a new
level of competence and changing the nature
of democratic discussion in a country. Pro18

to see problems and possibilities through the
eyes of its partners.
– Attempting to balance and have a finely
attuned judgement as to what external expertise can offer and what knowledge can be
explored, tapped and generated from within.
– Seeking to break the mould. For example, the
SCP initiative sees no conflict between
accessibility and quality, between engaged
art and beauty or between high art and
popular art. Each apparent dichotomy has to
be judged in terms of what people are trying
to achieve and in what context.
– Wanting to learn from experience and adjust
as appropriate.

apartment #9

She likes gardening.
She keeps plants in cans in
front of her apartment door.
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p r o j e c t s ?

Value is thought of in its double sense. Value in
terms of ethical and moral stances and value in
terms of benefits such as efficiency or effectiveness as well as its social or economic impact
and importantly too cultural. Ideally SCP’s chosen projects seek to add value and values simultaneously. For example, to have an economic
benefit but also through the process by which

political debates. CM has helped set up an equivalent centre in Veles collaborating with the
local municipality and a network of cultural
activists. In addition with partners in a number
of smaller towns it has developed discussion
programmes and seminars.

the project is undertaken to support ethical
values by doing projects in a certain way.

understanding. The region has seen population
movements through centuries and it is here that

The projects selected have a wide set of aims
that reflect SCP’s broader goals. They can add

three of the great forms of religion meet, Catholicism, Islam and orthodox Christianity, in part

value to how the cities, regions and rural areas
in SCP countries evolve. They include:

in tension. Added to the mix have been shifting
national boundaries all of which gives ample
scope for disagreement, the creation of prejudice and rivalry. Much of this was held together
within the former Yugoslavia, an increasingly
distant memory. Yet now political capital is
made from exacerbating differences. The SCP has
encouraged multiculturalism in much of its previous work and within the cooperation projects
seeks to go even further. In the multicultural
context we acknowledge and ideally celebrate

Encouraging and stimulating debate and conversation. Encouraging and stimulating debate
and conversation as part of the process of helping to advance and strengthen civic society. In
their own way all the cooperation projects have
this aim, but some more explicitly. It is the central aim of the Confluent Margins project. This

Dialogue is a starting point,
working together much better.
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a d d e d
P r o g r a m m e

Inter-group, inter-ethnic and inter-cultural

our differing cultures. In the intercultural context we move one step beyond and focus on
what we can do together as diverse cultures in
shared space. The contention is that the latter
leads to greater well-being and prosperity. Dialogue is a starting point, working together much

requires a number of things: A congenial, re-

better.
Three cooperation projects in particular focus on

laxed setting; the ability to facilitate conversation as well as the skill of choosing the right
topics; the knowledge to teach others to create
replicators and multiplicators who can extend
the discussion culture outwards. Confluent
Margins has created a club called Tochka in the
middle of Skopje, a small space where discussions of up to 40 people can take place; there is
a bookshop and a gallery. Cultural occasions, art
shows or structured discussions can often be
better at bringing out differences than heated

this theme. Without the SCP programme that
specifically created projects like Small Door in
Macedonia which has set up a multimedia arts
centre in Tetovo, the levels of connectivity between ethnic Albanians and Macedonians would
not have happened. The credibility of Swiss
government involvement has in addition helped
give legitimacy and some degree of ‘protection’
as focusing on interculturalism can expose partners. It is far easier to bring people together to
do joint cultural activities like look at a film

together or listen to music; than to exhort them
to communicate. Best of all, of course, is to get
people make music together. Art Horizons in
Kardjali, Bulgaria has brought young people
together across the Bulgarian/Turkish divide to
run their cultural centre and in the Turkish
village of Duzhdovnitsa helped rebuild an old
coranic school which will become a centre of
intercultural activity. One of the constituent
parts of the Abrasevic network in Mostar, is the
Intercultural Festival, which through music and
the arts seeks to break barriers. Abrasevic after
a temporary existence in a cluster of old cargo
containers in a dilapidated, deserted sports stadium has relocated to what was the former
frontline of the warring factions of the city: An
emblematic act. The latter in particular perhaps
because they are youth projects, treat interculturalism as a more natural process. Again all the
other projects have an implicit sense of dialogue across cultures and ethnicities. It forms part
of the philosophy without making it their main
theme.
Harnessing creativity and imagination as a
resource. All SCP projects seek to encourage the
imagination, it is their reason for being. Each
project attempts to do this in a different way,
whether it is the Phoenix initiative trying to
rethink local culture houses or cARTier in Iasi

Small Door – Community Culture Initiatives, Tetovo, Macedonia
Two cultural organizations, LOJA from Tetovo und CAC from Skopje,
implement together the project Small Door, which aims to revitalize
cultural life and inter-ethnic relations in the city of Tetovo and in the
rural areas of western Macedonia. A Multimedia Arts Centre has been
created in Tetovo, which offers various possibilities for cultural production – documentary films, video, theatre, dance –, for public debates and workshops and includes a pocket-cinema with weekly movie
screenings. A mobile cinema shows movies and video works in the
rural areas. The screenings are often accompanied by discussions or
exhibitions. In a densely populated, multicultural region, lacking not
only cultural infrastructures, but also offers for cultural activities and
public debate, all people interested in culture and are offered a place
to meet.
An important element of the project is professional training of artists
(i.e. video-editing and production) as well as of the project partners
and volunteers (especially organizational development and cultural
animation). The idea of this project is to create a best practice model
for community-based cooperation in Macedonia.
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Creative Cities, Shkodra and Pogradec, Albania
City development begins with the people recognizing the specific
potentials of their city and creatively using these resources. In
Shkodra and Pogradec a group of cultural practitioners, artists, municipality representatives and business people have developed a project
for turning their city into a creative city, with the cooperation of the
British expert Charles Landry and the support of the Albanian training
agency ANTTARC.
In Shkodra, the main focus is put on building up public space and
encouraging active participation of the citizens: painting of facades,
organizing ‘creative coffees’ as a meeting-point for discussions among
artists, intellectuals and the inhabitants of Shkodra, revitalizing the
historical tradition of carnival.
In Pogradec, the poetry-festival is upgraded to a regional one, the
theatre tradition, especially puppet theatre, revitalized and painted
doors shall highlight important points of the town. Locally produced
food and wines are being presented at the food and wine days. Pogradec’ aim is to join the international ‘Slow City Movement’ and offer
authentic local goods, both food and culture, without jeopardizing
nature and environment.
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tapping community creativity through participation.
Creative Cities Albania makes being creative in
an urban regeneration context its main focus.
Its ideal is to think of community building or
city making as creating a living work of art,
where citizens can involve and engage themselves in the creation of a transformed place. It
seeks to use artists and cultural workers to set
examples to trigger the creativity in others and
they are uniquely placed to do this: The creativity of the engineer, the social worker, the planner, the business person, the events organizer,
the architect, the housing specialist, IT specialists, psychologists, historians, anthropologists,
natural scientists, environmentalists, artists of
all kinds and importantly ordinary people living
their lives as citizens. This is the comprehensive
creativeness the project sponsors are trying to
encourage, but they are still at the beginning. It
requires the local culture to be open-minded, by
putting on imaginative initiatives over a three
year period the hope is to change the local cultures of Shkodra and Pogradec and to use these
as models towns to inspire the rest of Albania.
These include the reinvention of carnival largely
dormant for decades, the ‘creative coffee’ debate
series, the painting doors and buildings project
to increase aesthetic appreciation.

What is interesting for the whole SCP initiative
is that each project understands the need to
encourage individual creativity, for example the
capacity to think across boundaries, roam across
disciplines, ideas and concepts. Yet equally SCP
challenges the cooperation projects to develop
the creativity in its teams or organizations,
which is the capacity to draw out individuals’

tive, who are willing to share and network, who
do not see having diverse opinions as a problem, who are willing to operate in a transparent way. All attributes that in the past were not
highly developed. Abrasevic in Mostar, a youth
run project, and Art Horizons in Kardjali, where
the young members are increasingly taking over,
are seen as model projects of engaging across

diverse talents, open out the barriers between
individuals and to meld potential into a cohe-

cultures. They focus on interests that people
share from the mundane to the serious, such as

sive whole. But to think through and implement
a ‘culture change’ or ‘creative city’ agenda is of a

having fun, dancing, partying to discussing
politics, the future and the wider world. The

different order of magnitude and difficulty as it
involves co-joining the interests and power of
different groups who may be diametrically opposed and whose goals may contradict each other.
Therefore all cooperation projects try to focus
also on building partnerships between sectors of
the population in order over time to create a
mutually agreed vision of where the town or
locality should go. SCP initiatives are dynamic
projects and not static, they are concerned with
mindset change. The overall goal is to enhance a

more formal settings of traditional institutions
such as political parties make such dialogues far
more difficult. Importantly it is the young who

culture of openness and therefore greater creativity that should be embedded into the texture
of how each place operates – its community
members, its organizations and its power struc-

are making decisions; in Art Horizons many of
the key members are barely 20 and in Abrasevic
all the key activists are well under 30. The SCP
initiative gives them space to explore, to make

tures. The larger goal is to revitalize the culture
and arts scene in each place so contributing to

mistakes, to learn, to slowly find their way to
emerging as a new leadership where crossing

making them more vibrant and interesting so
encouraging talent, especially that of the young,

boundaries is normal and desirable, and at the
same time to develop solid organizations.

to stay put thereby curtailing emigration.

Practically all projects have strong involvement
of the young. cARTier has a group of young
activists attached to it who are trying to
encourage the more elderly to participate; most
of the activities of Small Door especially their
film programmes in isolated villages are targeted
at the young and one of the focus’ of the Gramofon CD label is on the young musicians.

A focus on youth. The young in the region in
principle can be less prejudiced and more openminded and throw away the restricted mindset
as a legacy of the past with its untold uncreative consequences. The SCP project seeks to feed
on these possibilities and harness their engagement and commitment to creating a new generation of people who cross cultural boundaries
with ease and purpose, who dare to be imagina-

Practically all projects have
strong involvement of the young.

Networking to connect and to learn what
works. A central aim of the SCP is to share
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ideas, project approaches, successes and failures. There are still too few successes in the
region and much independent cultural activity
remains fragile and mutually learning thus
remains key. In addition as cooperation projects
are major interventions of which there can only
be a few and there are a mass of smaller towns
and rural areas project networking is key to
Art Horizons – European cultural Youth House, Kardjali,
Bulgaria
In the South of Bulgaria, a region with a big Turkish minority, the
partner organization KRUG (circle) is establishing a youth cultural
centre. The project aims at revitalizing this marginalized region with
cultural programmes and to create the ground for an active cultural
and artistic exchange between young creators and artists. The local
communities are invited to join this process, and an international
network with other youth cultural organizations is being formed. The
project-staff, mostly young people, receives training to strengthen
their team and the efficiency of their work.
The Cultural Center in the village Duzhdovnitsa is a former koranic
school, which has been renovated with the help of young people from
the region and international volunteers. It allows for professional cultural work in different areas, including an open-air cultural festival
with international participation.
In the Gallery in the town of Kardjali, many activities combine visual
arts and literary writings. Villages from the region regularly receive a
platform to present their history, resources and culture.
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spread knowledge. The SCP initiative involves a
variety of networks from the structured to the
informal. Cultural activity is transportable and
has always involved circuits and touring of exhibitions, films and plays. Open Highway in central Serbia is a good example and conceived as a
networking project. The idea is to generate
activity in four different towns and let the
results tour to provide both inspiration and a
critical mass for each town. The networking goal
shapes how the project unfolds, it implies joint
discussion of aims, it involves give and take,
working in partnership and open communication. In another instance Phoenix created a context within which culture houses across Romania
had the chance to meet and compete, and whilst
these events were not explicitly called ‘networking fora’ the effect was ideas sharing and
exchange. Abrasevic is a network of greater
complexity as it brings together a series of five
organizations, each with an identity and goal in
their own right, into an overall structure. So far,

in spite of the difficulties, the benefits seem to
outweigh the difficulties. Gramofon and CACM in
Odessa network professionally with Switzerland.
Where networking has not yet emerged is between the cooperation projects themselves.
Increasing advocacy and lobby potential.
Strengthening the organizational capacity of

limited resources as well as many that are completely ineffective and not in tune with their
audiences or the times. Commercial cultural
organizations are developing apace with very
few taking a critical stance on politics, the economy and the region’s culture. Civic society
development remains key and a major objective
is to create resilient organizations that embody

SCP partners has additional spin-offs beyond
making the organization more effective and

the values of openness, democracy and transparency. By being cultural organizations they are

competent. If successful they act as models of
different ways of operating and therefore can

special because by their very nature and goals
they want to develop the culture itself. Whilst

attain greater credibility in arguing about policy
in general and broader cultural issues and city
development. For example, the Contemporary
Arts Centre in Plovdiv has achieved a status and
recognition within the city, because of its
impact that allows it to be involved in wider
urban regeneration discussions and the role the
city’s culture and arts activity within that can
play. The same applies to Art Horizons where
their success in rebuilding the school is seen by
the local political leadership as inspiring and

most of the cooperation projects have links to
and collaboration with their municipalities they
do so from a stance of independence. CACM
developed its own educational programme without interference from government, although
government and city institutions are being
taught cultural management; Abrasevic in
essence plays a role in animating the city of
Mostar operating in an entrepreneurial way that
city institutions would find difficult; Confluent
Margins has developed a network of supporters

helpful or in the Phoenix initiative where cultural houses were renewed even in some places
which did not win the ‘prize’. At a broader level
the mere existence of the cooperation projects

and activists independent of official structures.

is in essence lobbying through action rather
than only talk. For instance, the multimedia arts

tive industries are recognized as one of the
fastest growing sectors of the economy. They

centre in Tetovo challenges the local community
and political leadership to be more open mind-

encompass those industries that ‘have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and

ed; Confluent Margins asserts the importance of
democratic debate, cARTier stresses the importance of community consultation, Open Highway
the need to share resources, Abrasevic to respect
the young, CACM to rethink how cultural institutions are run.

which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and exploitation of
creativity embodied in intellectual property,’
such as advertising, architecture, art, crafts,
design, designer fashion, television, radio, film
and video, interactive leisure software, music,
the performing arts, publishing and software
creation. These sectors, more than any other,
are crucial to identity, for good and for bad, as
they embody the messages a place sends out
about itself in products and services through the

Developing alternative, independent structures. The legacy of the past has overloaded the
region with a mass of public cultural institutions
many of which are worthy and struggle with

The potential of the creative industries as an
economic sector and image factor. The crea-
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media and the market. In the region most commercial creative industries companies are not
concerned with the more subtle aspects of identity and self-understanding. This is why the Gramofon project in Sarajevo is significant as it is
trying to become viable, with assistance from
the Swiss label Intakt Records, by producing
innovative untried music from Bosnia-Herzego-

citizenship and slowly begun to lift civic life.
Some projects like CACM build capacity and
competence without a focus on participation,
others like Small Door in reverse foster participation through village film screenings and similar activities.
Appreciation of the potential of new media
through artistic innovation. Many of the SCP
country programmes highlight the artistic inno-

Arts projects are effective means
to help enrich confidence.

Capacity building and participation. Beyond
the fact that each SCP cooperation project

The new media, combining technical, scientific
and artistic creativity enable the new economy
to operate, they dominate its shape and within
the new media much technical innovation
occurs. Increasingly the Silicon Valley companies, who drive the new media, recognize that
as engineering and technical problems are being
solved it is the interface with the user that
counts and how to make the gizmo work and be
used in real life environments. It is the combination of technical and artistic creativity they

builds capacity for the organization itself some
self-consciously build capacity in their communities of interest. cARTier in Iasi in Romania is
an example of how artistic activity can achieve

believe will drive the next wave of the economy.
The new media experimentation fostered in the
lab at the Centre for Contemporary Arts in
Plovdiv, the media lab in Tetovo and partially in

multiple objectives: Involving disaffected
groups, encouraging participation and therefore

Abrasevic in Mostar has greater importance than
just the artistic works produced. They may with

competence, beautifying an area and contributing to regeneration. It is difficult to envisage

luck create inventions and certainly create the
training ground for those who might work in an

other types of projects achieving the same
diversity of impacts. It was difficult at first to
animate inhabitants to take part in the district
of Tatarasi’s cultural life. However the repainting of a giant wall, amongst others, with white
flying swans in consultation with the community brought acclaim. ‘Every morning I have a
moment of joy’ an elderly lady noted. By engaging local communities in instigating and putting on events or participating in reconstructing buildings has created a more active

advanced sector of the economy.

vina and the region as well as build up a record
of Bosnian music heritage on CD. The SCP initiative will be looking for other creative industries
opportunities in the region.
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vation priority and the Small Action Programmes
have supported numerous artistic experiments.

Counteracting the pull of capital and major
cities. Centralization processes happen in all
countries, leading often to an inexorable pull
towards capital cities, where cultural resources
and potential is concentrated. In its wake, smaller towns and rural areas suffer as they appear
without vitality. This can become a vicious cycle
with people, especially the young and gifted
leaving these areas so exacerbating decline.

Cultural and arts development projects can give
confidence to residents, strengthen local pride
and identity and make places feel more vibrant.
Arts projects aimed at buttressing and lifting
localities and their sense of the own culture are
one of the few effective means to help enrich
identity and confidence, which is key in the
self-understanding of a place. Practically all
cooperation projects are based outside of their
respective capitals as one means of strengthening decentralization processes. Phoenix 05
worked with five locations throughout rural

cARTier, Iasi, Romania

Romania transforming cultural houses in villages
with up to 3000 people. The competitive process
they developed to choose the model cultural
houses was galvanising. It gave the 26 competitors, representing a diversity of villages a sense
of importance. This will not reverse the pull of
large cities that continues unabated, but over
the longer term it may ensure smaller places do
not decline too much. So they will have life by
the time fashion and circumstance, as in other
Western countries, turns people back to outlying

The city of Iasi has a population of approximately 400,000 inhabitants, out of which more than 80% live in block districts that were
built during the communist regime. At present, most of the blocks’
front parts are deteriorated – their visual appearance influencing the

areas as telecommuters or people retreating
away from the big city. Open Highway working
with towns on a larger scale, up to 60,000 inhabitants, is attempting a similar cultural revitalisation process through art activities. cARTier
is at the edge of Romania as is Shokdra and
Pogradec at the edge of Albania, Kardjali is far

inhabitants’ quality of life. The population of these districts is at the
same time deeply affected by the lack of cultural and social activities
in the neighbourhood.
The aim of the cARTier project is to create a community cultural
space, as a place for rebuilding the social connections and for encouraging the active involvement of the inhabitants in the community’s
cultural life. The visual-esthetical appearance of the esplanade has
been improved, and an arts festival (cARTfest) has been created,
which presents theatre and contemporary dance performances, music
concerts, visual arts projects, drawing contests for children. Vector,
the cultural organization that implements the project, regularly organizes cultural evenings with the three initiative groups of inhabitants
of the project (children, youngsters and elderly people).
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from Sofia and Confluent Margins operates
throughout Macedonia and Small Door in isolated rural areas.
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Addressing the emotional and psychological
dimension of change. The heady developments
since the transformation have left gleaming new
towers and degraded housing estates side by

with the deeper core. The impact of other projects on the emotional life of participating people has happened in different ways, such as the
direct involvement of those who rebuilt the
school in Duzdovnitsa, the young male dancers
from the Ceptura culture house who are both
envied and looked down upon by their peers or
the impact on viewers of the graphic design

side or in co-existence. And in many towns
throughout the region the infrastructure is fall-

exhibition on reconciling conflicts in Cacak as
part of Open Highway.

ing apart as resources for repair and maintenance cannot be afforded. At the same adverts pro-

Competence and confidence. At the core of the

liferate screaming at potential consumers to
consume and for most these will be unfulfilled
dreams. The environment around you can feel
empty, it does not feed the higher aspiration
beyond consumption or the soul. This creates a
physical environment that uplifts in a way, but
that is essentially disappointing and depresses
because garbage, greyness, potholes and more
are still around. This has an effect on the emotions and individual psychology. It brings people
down. When people are depressed it is difficult

SCP initiative is organizational development and
the building of competence. Confident culture
change can come to nought when it proceeds
without organization and managerial competence. The strength of cultural institutions and
their arts programmes depends increasingly on
their capacity to understand a set of disciplines
new to most public sector bodies, but part of
the day to day of commercial life: Strategic
planning, budgeting, marketing, visioning, creating strategies of influence to ensure you are

to motivate them towards other involvements
like active citizenship, community engagement
or the politics of principle rather than expediency. Two SCP projects work on this broad physical

central to the future development of cities and
regions. These are skills that can be taught and
are part of all cooperation projects, and one SCP
project focuses on this as its raison d’être: The

front, whilst others work on building confidence
in less permanently visible yet equally effective

Centre for Applied Cultural Management in Odessa. Such an institution does not yet exist in the

ways. Creative Cities Albania and cARTier in Iasi
inspired indirectly by the work of Edi Rama in

Ukraine. It offers practice based education so
that the capacity of professionals throughout

Tirana both seek to change the physical environment in ways that at first sight can appear trivial, yet on reflection have a deeper purpose.
They want to make buildings more beautiful,
they want to bring colour into peoples’ lives.
They believe that by so doing it will give people
the energy, will and commitment to face much
harder struggles that do not have tangible and
visible results, such as developing a civil
society. Often change works in counterintuitive
ways. Dealing with the surface might help deal

the country is more able to argue and advocate
for culture itself.
The overall aim the SCP programme seeks to
offer is to help develop a vibrant civil society
and passionate participatory culture. An arts
approach focused on cultural change can aid
transparency, democratization and citizenship.
Our question is what other form of activity can
have an equally strong impact?

apartment #10

He is a tough guy.
Allegedly, he has broken
several light switches in the
hallway by hitting them with
his head.

L e s s o n s

L e a r n t

‘There is more in the totality of the cooperation
projects but I cannot put my finger on it and
traditional evaluations are unlikely to identify
it’. The overarching impact of SCP projects is
subtle, substantial and still unclear in its fullness, but conclusions are beginning to emerge.
Cooperation projects are a major opportunity for
partners in the region and substantial in scope.

An eagle eye view of the cooperation
programme

The Swiss partners are seen as open-minded
people who listen and are quite flexible in terms

evaluative, judgmental approach where the fear
is that someone is trying to find fault. It gene-

of ideas. The ‘lessons learnt’ fall into different
categories: A set of overview comments; lessons

rates more openness, allows for reflection and
mutual understanding, appreciation and there-

related to aims and goals; how to generate
momentum; organizational issues and the wider
operating context.

fore learning. The SCP initiative is not self-consciously structured so that it becomes a learning
organization or process, although this ‘Lessons
Learnt’ project is an important beginning. This
would imply that learning is built into the project procedure and projects (small and large) or
SCP country officers learn from each other or
that the country as a whole where cooperation
projects are taking place learns about what the
project is doing. There is some general learning
in that, for example, in meetings of co-ordina-

Big goals
Standing back from the mass of impressions a
few points come across clearly. The aim of the
SCP is to build strong cultural change organizations, which foster a passionate, engaging parti-

The mutual learning approach
should be built into the genetic
code of the programme.

Building in 360 degree learning
The ‘Lessons Learnt’ project is itself a lesson
learnt and the mutual learning approach should
be built into the heart or genetic code of the
programme. Its approach is softer than a more

tors a specialist, say in partnership building,
will do a presentation, but this is limited. If the
overall goal is transformation through culture it
might, for example, be useful for all the cooperation projects to meet together and to summarize jointly what lessons they have learnt; alternatively it might be an obligation put on
cooperation partners that they ‘teach’ others in

cipatory culture, which is imaginative and
encourages alternatives. At times this causes
the dilemma of how mainstream the cooperation
projects should be. It determines too their criteria for success. For example developing a good
project in those terms is more important than
artistic quality. Development and culture change
can be more important than the art.
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their country what they are other doing. For
example, it might be encouraging for someone
in Romania to know how Shkodra is trying to be
a ‘creative city’ or for Ukraine to know about
how Gramofon works and so on.
The dilemma for SCP is the possible misalignment between the flexibility and trust, which is
allowing the ‘lessons learnt’ process to be open
and enables continuous evaluation and adjustment and the contrast to both the ‘mother organizations’ (SDC and Pro Helvetia) own internal

procedures and evaluation mechanisms that
might operate differently and more bureaucratically.
The landscape of cultural intervention and
support
Taking an overview of the range and types of
projects within the SCP from a Zurich perspec-

ses the visual pollution and aesthetic quality of
the urban environment in South Eastern Europe,
this could be partly a campaigning project as
well as an exemplary one that might consider at
one extreme new planning arrangements for
advertising in the public realm as well as practical examples of making it better. The problem
with these is that they have a greater advocacy

tive their breadth is comprehensive and covers
most possible cultural aims and artistic inter-

quality and would require a partnership with
others as they could not be effectively imple-

ventions one could imagine. Yet when seen from
within a single country say Romania, Bulgaria or

mented within SCP budgets.
As part of any overview matrix it would be use-

Bosnia-Herzegovina that overview is less clear.
The idea of a South East European & Ukraine
region makes more sense to the Swiss colleagues, than to projects on the ground that are
doing a circumscribed project. (It is a ‘region’ in
SDC’s organisational logic.) The country officers
have some idea of the bigger picture, but even
that is not very detailed and the individual projects themselves, such as Phoenix or CACM in
Odessa work in isolation from the wider programme. The SCP only started with the first

ful also to look at a range of balances of effort
within each project, such as between the production of content and communicating, audience development or marketing.

exchanges between project partners in different
countries, for instance a delegation from the
Small Door project from Tetovo, Macedonia visited the Center for Contemporary Art in Plovdiv,

large small projects or small large projects. Conceptually SCP could view its possibilities across
the spectrum, small: very many options; middle:
quite a few, large: very few.

Bulgaria and discussed about multimedia work.

A large cooperation project should have a
broader transformational effect and spin-offs on

Opportunities
Being somewhat perfectionist an assessment of

a large area. This might be changing the overall
nature of debate in a country as Confluent Mar-

gaps and opportunities based on a matrix of cultural possibilities would suggest filling a few
gaps. For example, there is as yet no fully-fledged creative industries strategy intervention
within a city or region of a country or a comprehensive, integrated urban renewal project that
combines social, physical and economic aspects
that uses arts and creative industries as a trigger. The ‘old town’/old bazaar possibilities within Skopje present such an opportunity. A third
example is that there is no project that addres-

gins does or empowering the young and organizing culture in a different way as Abrasevic
does. A middling project by contrast would have
a strong impact or change perspective on a narrower area or specialist field such as Arts Aevi
on arts education. Arts Aevi in Bosnia-Herzegovina was an example of a project that did not
meet the criteria to become a large cooperation
project, but is clearly worthy of support. A small
project is a sharp idea that makes a point or
makes you think, but could even extend up to 3

Ladders of opportunity: How projects could be
conceived
Within the current programme there are many
small projects, over 200 per annum, and a few
large projects – the cooperation projects, but
none in the middle, which could either be called
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years, if its impact warrants it. Examples are the
Librarian newsletter in Bosnia-Herzegovina or
the project in Macedonia to change and swap
the Christian and Muslim symbols in flags
around. The small can be more risky, whereas the
risk factor should decrease in investing in the
large. Therefore prior knowledge of the capacities
of recipients is essential. Logically it would seem
Establishment of a CD label in Bosnia-Herzegovina

that small projects are often the test bed to see
whether organizations can be trusted with a larg-

The ‘Gramofon’ CD label was founded in 2003 by the organizers of the
Jazz Fest Sarajevo. After the publication of some random CDs they
wanted to build up a label with a regular production and larger distribution, thus giving young musicians from the region a chance to pre-

er project. The same is true for the pilot project
phase within the large project. It is key for peo-

sent their work. The developing of the discography focuses on artistic
projects in Jazz and Pop, which are innovative and authentic. Gramofon also does recordings of traditional singers and musicians in order
to document the slowly vanishing Bosnian music heritage. In a third
production line, Gramofon publishes CDs with contemporary classical
music in cooperation with the ensemble Sonemus in Sarajevo.
The project also includes capacity building for the staff in label management, production planning and distribution in order to permit the
label to establish itself successfully on the international music market
as well as on the still weak music market in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Gramofon is coached by the Swiss label Intakt Records.
Beside the CD production, Gramofon is working as a concert-agency
and developing its post-production service as financial sustainability
cannot be secured by the sales of the CDs alone.
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ple to get to know each other and in the worst
instance to be able to stop a project.
Seeing the programme in this way there is a
more natural flow and set of development
opportunities between small to large. So in principle a small project could become a medium
one and over time even a large one. Training
needs change in this scenario. For example, one
would assume that a middling project knows
how to do its basic work and might need specialist training such as for Arts Aevi in new developments in visual arts education or an industry
mentor helping Gramofon. Gramofon is not a
large project in my terms, but a middling one.
As a result this might mean that in a given
country you might reduce the small projects
from 35 to 20 with an average of say 2000
euros; create perhaps 3 to 4 middling projects at

around 15 000 each per annum and continue
with your large projects at around 3 per country
as a whole. No change in procedure is required
only in concept.

that given cooperation projects were part of a
much more substantial cross-national project
worked in their favour.

Harnessing broader assets
SCP not only gives financial support it also gives
credibility, legitimacy and authority. Much of

Keep it simple and pitch at the right
aspirational level
Simplicity should run right throughout cooperation projects, from conception and inception, to

the latter can be turned into a ‘currency’ or the
equivalent of money. By re-conceiving itself as

initial planning, to agreement on goals to
implementing the project, to evaluating, report

an asset holder, guarantor or trader in credibility opportunities open out. For example, SCP is

writing and monitoring. There is high expectation of cooperation projects given their profile,

reluctant to provide money for equipment, but
in some instances equipment can become one
source of sustainability. SCP might provide a
guarantee to a bank so a project can buy equipment, as a project like Abrasevic cannot borrow
money as it has little credibility. Abrasevic hires
equipment for larger concerts at 5000 Bosnian
km per time, which costs 30 000 km to buy new.
It projects that it will need this equipment 6
times within the year; thus in year 2 it will be
saving money and can earn money by hiring it

size and budget. For many it is a once in a decade opportunity. As a consequence there is a
danger that projects are overloaded with every
conceivable goal and objective an organization
might have now and in the past. Projects should
pitch at the right aspirational level. They should
be ambitious, stretch, but not too much.
A number of projects were very clear. For example Gramofon has a conceptually simple, although practically difficult task, of setting up a

out. Not all cases will appear as clear cut as this
and fine judgement is always key.
Another example: In the Bulgarian projects the
mayor of Kardjali is very supportive of the Art
Horizons intercultural project as is the deputy
mayor in Plovdiv of the Centre for Contemporary

SCP also gives credibility,
legitimacy and authority.

Arts and both stated that Swiss government
involvement made their own support much

CD label. If that simple goal were overloaded by

easier.
A third example: The Small Door project in
Tetovo is potentially contentious, because interethnic mixing is viewed with suspicion. The
mere fact that the Swiss government somewhere
stands there in the background has reduced
obstacles locally in getting the project off the
ground. The question is whether this ‘alternative
currency’ can be more extensively used.
Finally nearly all interviewees, whether from
funded projects or mayors and others, noted

say other goals, such as starting a discussion
forum on Bosnian musical heritage it would
over-extend capacity. Phoenix 05 is simple, it
wants to create new model cultural houses.
Within that simple aim is enough complexity as
the possibilities are endless. The Creative Cities
Albania project is potentially complex, therefore
its goals must be simplified to make sure it can
be understood and communicated. For example:
‘what is the problem in a town’ and then to
challenge the artistic community to see: ‘can
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the arts help’. Confluent Margins has a clear idea
‘to develop the culture of discussion’ that
sounds simple enough, but has perhaps overstretched itself in the implementation so the
core idea is in danger of getting lost. It has set

A simple idea with room for
multiple spin-offs to occur.

has multiple applications and is visible. For
example Small Door takes a van to show films in
isolated villages. What this is – is very clear.
However, it bristles with impact; village or
sometimes villages come together; it opens out
discussions on the films so broader issues can
be addressed, it is a moment of ritual and
coming together and has led to spin-offs in villages where locals are developing a new cultural
life.
Project descriptions should be completely clear
so that when they are communicated to the out-

up its own cultural centre Tochka, encouraged
others to do something similar, got regional
towns to write stories about themselves, run
events in a number towns and part of the organization also publishes a journal and books. It
has shifted focus too from organizing discussions to organizing exhibitions. CM thus might
also physically over-extend itself. It could ask
itself: ‘what are we good at as an organization
given our history and background?’, ‘are we bet-

side world there can be no misunderstanding as
to what they want to achieve. This would be
difficult for Open Highway, which is about
networking, doing projects in four towns with a
structure that perhaps has too many layers. So
an outsider could ask: ‘What is precisely networking, what tangible and visible things will it
achieve?’
The danger of being over-ambitious has downstream consequences, because there is little
time and various issues tend to be left behind,

ter at being a think tank rather than a do tank?’.
The answers to these questions would have organizational implications.
A simple idea that is developable and strategic

such as marketing in the broader sense, developing strategies of influence or work with the
media or ensuring financial viability.
The need for simplicity also applies to the Swiss

is one with room for multiple spin-offs to occur;
where a simple project action embodies a wider

side, perhaps their own structures are too structured. Accompanying the projects is a very
paper driven process, everything has a paper
trail. This is odd since one of the great joys of

The meaning of key words may
differ from culture to culture.
strategy and where the process intrinsically and
automatically generates add-ons because of the
way it is conceived. This does not overload the
initial aim. It is a multifaceted idea which resonates with potential, galvanizes and inspires,
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working with the Swiss on the ground, commentators say, is their openness and trusting attitude. This would imply a reduction in bureaucratic procedures. Why some say ‘has every move
and decision to be written down in regular
reports’, ‘we spend at least three days a month
on reporting and related matters’. In part the
problem is that the projects over-write and the
SCP should instigate training to teach projects
to write succinctly. This would have other positive spin-offs such as on media and communica-

tion work. The structure of the reporting process
can be too complicated especially, if the country
requires its own additional method of accounting. Control is getting out control and overspecification can reduce the creative response
to circumstance. There should be a review on
reducing paper.
Clarity of objectives and language
Both parties usually know each other well, but
there is still room for misunderstanding. On
occasion one gets the sense that although the
aims of cooperation projects are spelt out in
meetings and in written form, they are not
equally understood in the same way.
There needs to be clarity about the meaning of
words and vocabulary and there is development
jargon that is not necessarily mutually understood. Concepts may differ from culture to culture, the same is true of the meaning of key
words: Both get ‘Lost in translation’. Key weasel
words include: Culture, arts, development, cultural development, sustainability, empowerment,
community, decentralization.
My understanding of the SCP initiative is that it
is a cultural change programme that uses the
arts, because the arts are a special way of
affecting, commenting on, changing and equally
safeguarding a culture. It is therefore a ‘cultural
development’ project. But because the words

Open Highway E-761, Serbia and Montenegro
Four cities in central Serbia, along the highway E-761 – Uzice,
Pozega, Cacak, and Kraljevo – establish a regional cultural network.
The project Open Highway E-761 supports them in developing their
capacities and in realizing local and regional cultural initiatives and
artistic production.
A platform has been elaborated to promote innovative artistic production. Local artists and cultural practitioners are trained through
workshops and presentations of best practices. Public awareness and
interest for innovative culture are raised through media campaigns
and public discussions. An informational newsletter is being issued
for the network, as well as a guide on cultural resources and activities
in central Serbia. At last, lobbying is practised on the level of the
municipality to enable the participation of the civil sector in planning
and decision-making processes for defining local cultural strategies.
The network is trained in project-management and organizational
development by Milena Dragicevic-Sesic, professor at the University of
Arts in Belgrade.
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culture and arts tend to be used interchangeably
in South Eastern Europe many simply see the
programme as an arts programme without looking at the broader purposes arts in this context
are being asked to achieve. The arts projects
always have a goal and in that sense are instrumental. Yet some focus on arts for arts sake.
When asked: ‘Is this an arts project or a cultural

extending oneself, not rushing into things,
thinking about opportunities strategically. To be
good at this a logical stream of things are
necessary. They may include project planning
seminars and the like. But are these the best
way of getting to the next level? They are a
component, but the training seen so far has
insufficient explicit focus on building institutions for the future. This may involve personal
mentoring, leadership development, strategic

None of the projects reflect this
humour bursting to come out.

Doing a project or building an institution

This aspect is more important to the Swiss partners than to the project implementers. The latter want to get on with ‘their project’, the former want to ensure this happens too, but want
capacity to be built in so the longer term is
more assured. A project driven approach to running an organization is usually less systematic,
moving from one project to the next, being fleet
footed, responsive and flexible. Both can work,
but there are differences. To simplify, one is
more concerned with ‘process’ the other with

Another lack of clarity or understanding is what
the concept ‘capacity building’ means and what
its purpose is. People interpret it as training
that has to be undertaken as part of the project,

current ‘content’. Indeed the Swiss side is quite
self-effacing both in respect of content and how
to approach organization and structure. It need
not be. Rightly the Swiss side does not want to

and many find this immensely rewarding and
some like a chore that has to be suffered. What

act in an imperial way, but the reality is that it
has views from its collective experience about

is rarely clear is that ‘capacity building’ is a
strategic approach to building an organization;

what works and what does not. A couple of
examples: Confluent Margins sought to achieve

conceiving it as an entity that is aspiring to
have a long term future and taking it ‘to the
next level’. Asking a question like: ‘Is this an
arts project or organizational development project?’ helpfully sharpens the issues.
The central organizational question is that
doing a project(s) has a different managerial
and organizational ethos than building an institution. It has implications on what activities are
undertaken and planned. Building an institution
is about being paced and purposeful, not over-

too many objectives at once and this could be
seen. Open Highway developed a spaghetti like
structure that was too cumbersome and deflected away from producing content. The Swiss
partners knew this too. Perhaps they should
have been firmer in their opinions.
So the two overarching goals of cooperation
projects are first, to have an ambitious, stimulating and relevant programme of contents and
second, to develop a set of organizations. The
SCP should make these wider objectives even

project?’ most answered: ‘It is an arts project’
rather than ‘A cultural project that uses the arts’.
In fact Pro Helvetia as the mandatee of SDC it is
more likely to generate arts inspired ideas as
this is where its expertise lies.
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thinking, developing communication capacity,
learning about strategies of influence

clearer and what its expectations and preferred
style and approach are.
Style and humour
When you travel the region with a helicopter
view you see the extremes of capitalism in the
making. A wilder form than in Western Europe.
There are contradictory pressures, there is
chaos, there is decline and rebirth both at the
same time, excitement tinged with the fearful,
odd juxtapositions, an explosion of colour, a
plethora of adverts, humour, sexism, vibrancy
and dullness side by side, there is joy and laughter as well as surliness and sourness.
Yet none of the projects reflect this intensity
and quirkiness, this humour bursting to come
out, this not taking life too seriously. None of
the projects seem to have any jokes.
The SCP initiative is too serious and this may
reduce its impact and potential accessibility to
wider audiences. Can SCP and its partners discover or encourage a touch of humour? True some
already have the potential such as Abrasevic,
Creative Cities Albania or cARTier, but none of
the projects have been explicit about it.
Reflecting the day to day context
South Eastern Europe’s popular culture has a
style of its own. At times garish, brash and in
your face, strangely seductive, yet also repel-

Capacity building of the Youth Cultural Centre Abrasevic,
Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina
OKC Abrasevic, an open network of NGOs, informal groups and individuals, is running the Youth Cultural Centre Abrasevic. The Centre,
founded in 2003, is a lively meeting place with regularly ongoing cultural activities. Young people get space and support in realizing ideas
and are encouraged to work together in order to enlarge the cultural
offer. They discuss social questions of importance for Mostar and its
surroundings and develop creative solutions to existing problems. A
found for activities, decided upon by a jury, supports events like concerts, exhibitions, public debates, festivals with regional and international participants, such as the Short Film Festival Mostar. Located
initially in a group of containers, covered by a tent, the Centre
recently was able to move into a building provided by the city administration, which has been partly renovated.
An important component of the project is to strengthen the organization and the abilities of the young people forming the team in charge
of the centre. This occurs through training courses, workshops,
exchange and study-visits to similar organizations. The local coach
Eni Kurtovic supports the team in this process.
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lent, loud, amusing, insensitive, clashes of the
old and new side by side with little sense of
accommodation, untutored, beautiful in an ugly
way. You feel the expression of liberation, the
release from former constrictions. It is a mirror
to the West of its capitalism, but in a starker
form, some will say in its worst guise, others
will say it is refreshing.

At its best one could call this stimulating, at its
worst visual pollution, clutter, sensory overload.
Yet none of the cooperation projects seem to
reflect, critique or comment on this visual, auditory and media landscape, which is the predominant most visible day to day reality of those
living in the region. What is gained and what is

It is experienced in the visual environment:
shop fronts, advertising hoardings, new build-

lost when every thing happens at speed within a
new aesthetics. ‘Globalization and local distinct-

ings with stark reflecting glass bearing down on
you. The scene is overloaded with constant

iveness’ might be the theme it is an over-riding
cultural issue of the region, it affects planning,

Projects that work well are like
an unfolding drama.
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aesthetics, urban design. A project perhaps
cross regional could highlight the issues, it
might even have a campaigning character, but if
nothing is done and time runs its course it will
be too late.

exhortations to do things faster, speedier, nonstop, 24/7. There are even non-stop, 24/7 funeral parlours. Global brands insert themselves

The transformative effect
Cooperation projects should have a transformative impact and since creating this effect within
targets groups is a key goal the question is:
‘How is that best achieved?’ Most projects focu-

everywhere. Coca Cola greets you first when you
arrive in Sarajevo airport, at the border with
Romania, on the way into Tirana, and out of
Skopje; there are Coca Cola chairs, tables, mats,

sed, understandably, on the content of their
programmes rather than on the dynamics of
creating this impact. If the latter is recognized
as important the way the project is approached

umbrellas, clothes, cups, refrigerators, shop
fronts, Coke signs are inserted into adverts for

is different. There is far greater awareness of
marketing and audiences. However, marketing

pop concerts, Coca Cola buses, trams, lorries,
giant Coke bottles announce their distribution

still seems to be understood as promotion and
selling rather than an approach to running an

centres, Coke crates are piled high in their
1000’s, massive 7 storey signs cover whole
apartments blocks. We know the economics,
Coca Cola pays for the café’s chairs and the
frontage of the shops, but the signs would not
exist in the West in this size and level of intrusion. And the Coca Cola logo has a beauty of
course, but there are limits. The story is
repeated with MacDonald’s or the telecoms
companies. It is experienced on TV and the
radio. A similar visual and auditory explosion.

organization that focuses on communication
and engaging audiences. This implies, for example, developing a strategy of influence and then
moving back to ask how do we shape our content to achieve that. None of the training programmes focused on this approach.
A transformative effect is when someone changes their mind and behaviour. Each project
should ask itself how can this happen? What
media? Publications, but which ones, is a journal a good idea? Are we looking for more imme-

diate or very long term impact? How do we
balance the two? What type of events are appropriate? Seminars? Serious or humorous ones?
Clearly the effect cannot usually happen in one
go, how do you build and create the ladders of
opportunity? How do you use the fact that the
programme is part of a bigger SCP as a positive?
Some projects are so isolated, like the Duzdovnitsa cultural centre in Bulgaria, that special
effort needs to be made and programmes crea-

Phoenix 05: New models for cultural houses in Romania

ted to ensure this example of good intercultural
practice generates the spin-offs it deserves.

As a heritage from communist times, there are hundreds of cultural
houses in Romania and most of them have difficulties to develop a
new identity. Some did not survive, others rent their premises for private festivities or organize a Saturday night disco as only activity.

Here the spin-off effort is as important as building the centre itself. How in turn can regional
good examples such as this be spread?
Generating momentum, impact and
competitions
Projects that work well are like an unfolding
drama. They build critical mass, they have
timing, they orchestrate momentum and they
are visible – key features of projects that generate impact. Too rarely projects look at the total
life span of their initiative, as if it were a drama
performance, and assess how over time impact
can be created with smaller steps building up
into various climax’s. This involves creating
early winners and staging posts along the
pathway of time. Often a catalyst idea is key
that unleashes energy or understanding so peo-

The Phoenix05 project aimed to develop new models for lively cultural
houses responding to the actual needs. Out of numerous applications
from all over Romania 30 cultural referees where selected to participate in specific training courses and each one of them developed a project for their cultural house. The most convincing projects received a
grant to put the model into practice.
Among the selected models is an amateur theatre studio in Mahmudia,
a cultural resource center with muppet theatre and foreign language
courses in Eselnita or an audio-studio for recording young talents and
dissemination of radio plays in Bucecea. The experiences are documented in a newsletter distributed regularly to 200 referees. The most
encouraging experience is, that even cultural houses that did not
receive a project-grant managed to put their development plan into
realization, some using it as a base to attract other funding.
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ple say ‘yes I get ‘it’. Abrasevic has been able to
generate this effect through its pop concerts;
the same is true for cARTier when the swan wall
was launched and it suddenly gave the project
enhanced credibility, the first carnival event in
Shkodra in the Creative Cities Albania project is
another example. Yet these highpoints then
need to be followed by others to keep interest

jects were particularly arrogant about having
cultural knowledge, but were less effective.

alive. Shkodra’s idea of Creative Coffees, a branded series of events, is a good mechanism, it

good media work. Otherwise it is difficult to
know the project exists. A number of the pro-

provides continuity, but also difference. These
are issues that the marketing and theatrically

jects such as cARTier or the Abrasevic concerts
have understood this, and even the Pogradec

aware know by instinct.
Creating challenges to spread ideas is effective.
A good example of building momentum was
Phoenix. Phoenix had a natural group of culture
houses who could all identify with their project.
Their idea to create a competition generated
tension and expectation, but also their trick to
make as many villages as possible winners was
clever. Importantly the judges had no direct
involvement with the projects and additionally
many people in the audience were also involved

initiative with their wall and door painting
initiatives. The audience responses have been
strong. Involving the media in long term relationships is key or producing publications to
publicize quotes such as that of the old lady in
Iasi: ‘I have a moment of joy every morning
when I pass the painted wall’. This highlights
the need for media and communications strategies within SCP projects. There was not much
evidence of this.
Some projects will find getting visibility diffi-

‘Think tanks’ rather than
‘do tanks’.

Visibility and communication
With transformation the goal there should be a
greater focus on visibility. This can happen in
three main ways: Active participation of large
numbers of people, a physical presence and

cult such as CACM in Odessa or Gramofon yet it
is possible to think through how projects can
generate greater presence, since that presence
is part of the strategy of influence which will
become more essential once Swiss involvement
has finished. Yet there is no advice given on
how to orchestrate visibility and communication
programmes.

in the voting. The mayor of Eselnita, one of the
winning cultural houses stressed how having the
competition target provided a focus. Although
easy to say as a winner he noted: ‘Money was
less important than being part of a process’. The
important lesson here is that the managing
agent the Centre for Rural Assistance (CAR) was
not a direct beneficiary, but rather an opportunity provider and could concentrate on doing
that well. Interestingly too it has no specific
cultural experience. Note here that some pro40

In this phase of development in South Eastern
Europe a public physical base is especially
important as an alternative power base. For the
majority of SCP projects it seems to gain them a
different level of credibility and presence. They
include: Tochka the club of Confluent Margins,
Art Horizons gallery in Kardjali and Duzdovnitsa,
Abrasevic and its new centre in Mostar, the
media centre in Tetovo, the Phoenix culture
houses, the Centre for Contemporary Arts in
Plovdiv. Important as these alternative spaces

are they should be watched as over time the
need might change and keeping them going
might hook organizations into a development
path which is unsustainable. The danger is that
the love of equipment and the need for building
maintenance might drive the goals of the organization.

and culture of targets and goals. The latter at
times fits with difficulty into the first. The template for building capacity should be re-assessed
and broadened to bring the two a bit more
together. Usually training involves a series of
generic forms of knowledge such as strategic
planning, project management or techniques
such as SWOT and they often are taught by peo-

Programme branding and overarching
concepts

ple with little knowledge of the cultural sphere.
To the more experienced within the SCP projects

In order to clarify communication with the outside world, at home in Switzerland, with the rest

the generic can appear theoretical, formulaic
without a basis in experience. This meant some

of the development community and the recipient
countries, SCP should consider the effect of the
phrase ‘cooperation projects’. This bland description is accurate about one aspect of the programme – it is a cooperation between two parties, but it does not reflect the richness that the
programme as a whole embodies. It says nothing
about the content or themes pursued. Interviewees could not grasp in the name what the project was about. It does not feel media savvy and
this does not imply being superficial.

meetings are tense and feel more like psychotherapy sessions when different forms of experience confront each other. However, this need
not be a problem, it depends on several factors
such as the knowledge of the group or what they
want to achieve.
The disadvantage is that the trainers are not in
a position to give more specific advice at the
right level. These problems are less of an issue
with younger staff, but more so with experienced members, who whilst they might not have

Is it of interest for SCP or the ‘mother’ institutions SDC and Pro Helvetia to receive external
recognition? Or is this trivial? If it is important
in order to help advocate the role of the arts in

achieved things ‘in the right way’ are as leaders
of SCP projects successful operators. Many of the
trainers or consultants are young, intelligent
and enthusiastic, but given their relative lack of

cultural development then it is a consideration.
What phrase or ‘brand’ encapsulates the pro-

experience they try to compensate with technique and being too officious which appears to be

gramme? It is something to do with ‘unleashing
potential’, ‘exploring possibilities’, ‘transforming

very ‘professional’ rather than adapting to the
needs as they emerge.

cultures’. It is about innovation, imagination
and creativity, but allied to civic development.
Is it ‘creative engagement with communities’ or
‘harnessing civic creativity’. On balance to give
the programme a name would be helpful.

There is also a backdrop from the communist
period given the rigid divisions between theoretical and practical knowledge. In a number of
projects there was a danger of over intellectualism and over academicism especially if the goal
is to transform a target audience reasonably
quickly. There was a sense that these organizations would be effective ‘think tanks’ rather
than ‘do tanks’.
The training agenda should be re-viewed from
within a broader matrix of possibilities to get

Organizational capacity, skills and desires
A central feature of the SCP programme is how
to make a successful business from culture. Yet
within SCP projects there is a meeting of two
cultures: The culture of culture organizations
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the best results and more in terms of individual
needs, such as: Clarifying differences more clearly between teaching, training, coaching, mentoring, or being a critical friend. Rather than a
didactic approach it should follow a logic of
being a ‘partner in dialogue’, ‘bringing someone
from one point to another’, ‘providing stairs you
can walk up and down in a good way’, ‘someone

ple, community development processes especially linked to arts, engaging with audiences and
training beneficiaries, community mobilization,
developing catalytic events and events management, marketing, fundraising, leadership, succession strategies. These are all forms of knowledge which are far more important than initially
thought. A greater focus should be on specialist

who puts good questions, and does not give you
solutions, but brings you to the solution’. The

advisors on clear specific topics rather than
general ones. The example of Gramofon is a good

danger with consultancies or trainers is that
they can work with ‘yesterday’s fashion and by

instance, where you have to ask whether their
consultant is an advisor, friend, mentor or trai-

the time it reaches you it is out of date’. This
same can be true of evaluation. The trainers/
consultants in the case of Kardjali, Abrasevic
and Gramofon learnt that you need to change to
mentoring from training/consulting. Interestingly all these projects have strong involvement of the young. In each instance the consultants felt they had to understand and go with
the flow of their energy and specific entrepreneurship, which whilst not like the textbook was
effective. The same thought applies also to the

ner. The answer lies somewhere between mentor
and friend. As CAR in Romania noted ‘we do not
know culture but we know community development’. Indeed it was noted that no organization
in Romania is as strong as CAR in this field, so
their impact on strengthening cultural organizations especially cultural houses, which are
essentially also community development projects, has been strong. The best mentors seem to
be a mixture of people who can stand back and
give general lessons, but are equally practical.

older, more charismatic leaders. In essence
trainers had to go with the flow of what those
leaders really wanted to do.
The ‘advisor’ people felt should be a bit distant,

To enrich the pool of advice a project receives
greater emphasis should be placed on the national boards, whose role should be to help the
organization grow rather than wanting to take

but not too distant, and not too close. Indeed
cARTier felt having the training team in their

over and control projects. Rethinking skills on
the national boards should include attracting

home town was a distinct disadvantage. Here
you want to combine the freshness of the out-

sympathetic people who understand marketing
and related issues.

sider and knowledge of the insider, but counterbalancing that the insider stands too close to
the problem.
Perhaps it is best to think of teaching baseline
generic skills and to interweave these with training based on context. Do we need to train or
encourage inspirers, animators, consolidators,
doers, implementers? Crucially having the ideas
and implementing them are two different things.
Looking at the objectives of the SCP projects
some training areas were underplayed, for exam-

All these observations take place in a cultural
context where the notion itself of efficiency and
market has different interpretations and qualities. The paradigm is different. CACM in contrast
to Abrasevic, for example, lays a different stress
on the differences between high culture and
popular culture, the academic and the practical,
state organizations and the independents, or
what a market is. To the West the market is
something that can be guided, whereas in this
region it is seen as wild. This shapes what is

apartment #11

He is head of the tenants’
council.
He is worried because
somebody has stolen one
of the building’s entrance
doors.

deemed ‘right’ and what an organization strives
for.
Before a training programme starts there should
be an honest 360 degree assessment and psychological profiling of the beneficiaries, what
the training needs are and what the trainers are
good and less good at. Indeed letting people
‘stick to the knitting’ of what they like doing

more important than building an organization.
Holding and trading information meant power,
as it was the only currency in the past and even
into the transition. Thus keeping to yourself,
being self-reliant and making your own way
through was more important than working in a
team. Allied to which there are stronger hierarchies still at work in the region and respect for

best is a good start and being open enough to

age and status remains important. Speaking up
as someone younger was unusual. This reinforces the position of the strong individual. Yet the
SCP scheme is concerned with building strong

Motto: ‘strategically principled
and tactically flexible’.
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conclude that the trainers themselves need at
times training. An irony is that most of the indigenous trainers are women in a still male dominated society, whereas practically all the foreign
advisors are men.

organizations.
This poses some dilemmas for projects like
cARTier, Art Horizons, The Contemporary Arts
Centre in Plovdiv and Confluent Margins. All of
these have charismatic leaders. First, the projects would never have got off the ground without these strong individuals; second these
individuals have authority and charisma; third
because of this they are used to being central to
or even dominating situations, fourth they often
have very good ideas. The irony is that precisely

The charismatics
The dramatic transformation was a moment ago
in terms of history. So it is unsurprising that few

those currently capable of thinking big and
creating big projects find institution building
difficult.
Indeed it is unclear whether the charismatics

organizations exist in the region that can carry
out long term sophisticated cultural change pro-

understand that ‘capacity building’ in the SCP
sense essentially results in challenging their

grammes that use the arts and seek a transformational effect. It takes a special person and

own authority over the longer term as the process involves making the whole team competent

organization, especially when people with this
level of entrepreneurship have many other
opportunities. To get through the first phase of
transformation required individuals who were
focused, obsessed, self-centred in a positive
way, energetic, motivated, difficult, with a
strong presence. Many of these individuals run
SCP projects – unsurprisingly.
The fact that individuals are so central or the
idea that sharing was unpopular is understandable. For many keeping oneself together was

and empowered. Inevitably external trainers,
proposed through the programme, will seek to
bring other staff along so as to make the SCP
projects work. In that sense trainers might
sometimes be seen as trouble-makers. Yet to be
successful the projects need a team. Usually
these are young to very young, enthusiastic,
intelligent people. At some point the young will
challenge, and some have already begun to
speak up and contradict founding members.
A central issue is to spell out more at the begin-

ning what these consequences on the founder
members of SCP projects of future organizational
structures are likely to be. It affects the type
and quality of training that might be useful for
the organization as a whole and the charismatic
individual. No two circumstances will be the
same, but it may be right for the founder to
have a mentor or individual training, or to learn
more about leadership issues, succession strategies and so on.
Flexibility and changing purposes
A dilemma for the programme is that the decision-making process and set up time is inevitably long and not every element can be predicted. Procedures require precision and prediction.
Reality often requires responsiveness. This
means leaving some aspects open. Perhaps the
motto ‘strategically principled and tactically
flexible’ is helpful. It involves keeping the core
goals of a programme intact, for example ‘developing a debating culture in the region’ or
‘encouraging intercultural understanding’ but
leaving it flexible about how it will actually
happen. This implies leaving an element of the
budget unallocated to allow for the unexpected,
which may be an opportunity or alternatively
distributing funds over a different time scale.
This implies that cooperation projects can be
more opportunity driven.

Center for Applied Cultural Management CACM, Odessa, Ukraine
The Center for Applied Cultural Management is the first educational
center of such kind in the Ukraine and responds to the need for professional know-how for cultural work in the private as well as the
public sector. The CACM offers practice based education for cultural
practitioners in course of which the participants develop their own
projects. Participants can either choose a two-weeks summer school
or a one-year curriculum.
The CACM has grown out of an independent cultural organization in
Odessa, which had been organizing some individual courses in cultural management. For the development of the curricula, the capacity
building of the project team and the training of the trainers, CACM is
collaborating with the Study Center for Cultural Management at the
University of Basel.
Another aim of the project is to build up a regional network of professionals involved in cultural management and to coordinate efforts in
this field, thus giving inputs to cultural policy on different levels of
the community. CACM is also developing its offer for consulting and
coaching services for cultural institutions in the region.
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Gramofon found it could not produce records at
the speed foreseen, but could successfully earn
money organizing shows. In fact in terms of the
overall sustainability of the project this is useful. The implication is that the timescale for the
cooperation project should be stretched. For SCP
Gramofon being a partly commercial enterprise
can seem like a problem, when it is in fact an
opportunity in terms of legacy and sustainability. Abrasevic’s main priority is now to set
Confluent Margins, Macedonia

up a more permanent home in a better setting.
This requires expertise, building materials, and

The cultural organization Kontrapunkt in Skopje aims at decentralizing culture and initiating debates on cultural policy issues, through
concrete actions realized together with groups of artists and intellectuals in smaller cities. The project Confluent Margins – intertwining

equipment, which are not part of the budget.
Again switching to this new priority may be the
right thing for the project. By contrast, Confluent Margins felt the need to change course
mid-stream and focus more on visual arts and
associated exhibitions rather than some of the
more difficult discussion programmes in smaller
towns. Time will tell if their decision was right.
It was important for the programme to allow for
this flexibility.

the margins – strives at dissolving closed and rigid cultural identities
in favour of open, lively and heterogeneous identities.
A cultural centre, Tochka, has been opened in Skopje and quickly
became a popular meeting place. It organizes discussions and public
debates associated with small thematic exhibitions, presentations and
projections. Kontrapunkt cooperates with local cultural organizations
all over Macedonia and supports them in planning and realizing exhibitions and cultural events. The cultural magazine, ‘Margina’, tackles
issues put aside by official discourses in Macedonia, like theory and
politics of culture, globalisation, feminism etc. The newly created
publication ‘Towns in Macedonia’ provides a forum for the presentation of cultural achievements of the local communities in the cities of
Macedonia with their own magazine.
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Time and complexity
‘It takes much longer than we thought’ was a
common refrain even though SCP projects already have a longish run in period. ‘SCP projects
are a long drawn out process and painful’. Clarifying the project and creating an outline takes
up the pre-project period. Then typically the

first year is still preparing the project in terms
administrative procedures that take time, setting up boards and giving people the time to
get to know each other and project beneficiaries, employing new staff. Often this means
that by the time the first project hits the
ground 6 months have passed; and then already
year two is being planned, this year is then the

each other and too little on actually doing a
project that could be circulated and networked.
Perhaps do not create a network, but an open
minded setting within which networking and a
network can happen – having joint training is
one example because various groups share experience together. The two Creative Cities Albania
partners Shkodra and Pogradec had no intention

heart of the project and by year three issues like
legacy, new fundraising, final evaluation reports

of explicit networking, however the joint experiences of training has meant that their networ-

can dominate the mindscape before the project
ends. This can mean that in effect there is only

king and collaboration has become extensive –
they have even become friends. Some conse-

18 months of real project work. In fact it may be
better to have the flexibility to stretch programmes into a four year project if necessary with
the same resources but spread out. Additional
problems are that hiccups can occur in implementing the first projects. For example, cARTier
noted how inordinately difficult it was initially
to engage local people in caring for and participating in the shaping of their environment and
cultural life. Unsurprisingly perhaps as never
before had residents been asked such a ques-

quences are that their logo was jointly conceived, they attended each others key events and
have borrowed and copied initiatives from each
other.
One aspect of networking, as noted, has been
left out namely that between the cooperation
projects themselves. The strongest networking
effect might be with each other perhaps with a
facilitator discussing issues of mutual interest
from organization to content. As a group with a
special bond (to the Swiss) there would be a

tion. Yet once the giant swan had been painted
things became easier and momentum gathered.

unique esprit de corps and it would feel significant for them. In addition the collective feedback to SCP would be important as discussions
with joint groups always has a different dynamic

Networks
Networking has become a mantra of the age,
essentially it is a synonym for external commu-

than individual discussions.

nication. It is the pre-condition for mutual learning, the experience of good practice and com-

Powers
The issue of power lurks within any project or

munication in general. Given the region’s
history when talking openly was often castigated and the sharing of ideas or travel limited it
has potent possibilities. Understandably there is
a thirst for travel and connecting with others.
However the danger is that the networking can
over-ride doing the core project. For example,
Open Highway set up as its aim to network between the four cities in their network – a good
aim. On closer examination too much time was
spent on tying together the threads between

relationship. The Swiss partners and their country representatives are in the overwhelming
majority of cases acknowledged by their hosts as
discrete, open to suggestion and in spite of
being the purse holders not too overbearing.
The relationship within the SCP is a partnership
of equals, inevitably difficult when one party
gives and the other receives. However in some
cases the Swiss side is too self-effacing as it
does not want to be seen to be dominating. This
can have negative consequences as the expe47
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rience and judgement of Swiss partners or their
country representatives then often does not get
incorporated into projects ideas or arrangements.
The setting up of Open Highway was an
instance, which has in the meantime been overcome. Open Highway is a network of four cities
each of which is developing its city’s cultural
life. The local partners were let to determine

Leading and lagging
This raises an interesting question about developing the content of projects. A partnership
involves give and take, mutual respect and
equality. The Swiss colleagues as funders clearly
have a dominant position in some sense. Aware
of this they usually give the lead to host country partners to develop the content so that some

most things. But the result, due to lacking experience, was an an overloaded structure that sti-

kind of balance is maintained. But what if Swiss
colleagues see an issue that is under-explored,

fled the development of content.
Organizationally it felt as if someone had learnt

where no organization is ready to take it on,
such as ‘visual pollution’ noted above? The pro-

all the new words like: Supervisory board; networking; accountability; independent office;
management team and put them into one pot. It
is not necessary to do everything at once; getting the basics right simply is key. Instead along
the way the content of the project was in danger
of getting lost in organizational complexity with
people trying to network amongst themselves
and their towns rather than actually developing
the cultural confidence in each individual town
and real projects – which perhaps later can be

blem with visual pollution is that it is more likely
to be the concern of urban designers, planners
or cultural critics rather than artists. What do
they do? Do they promote it separately? Do they
encourage possible partners to think about it?
Given the overview the SCP initiative has it
would be right for country officers with partners
to put new issues on the agenda. Joint meetings
with country officers tend to focus more on
administrative learning or strategic planning
issues rather than exploration of broader con-

shared and networked. This is the cart before
the horse problem. There was too much structure, too many things are formally laid out, too
much administration and ironically at the same

tent themes. Again the suggestion emerges that
it would also be a good idea to have the projects meet together to explore issues that cut
across the whole region. Some times country

time a lack of clarity about the structure. In
asking each of the players to say how they

officers and the programme management need
to take on a stronger leadership position.

thought the organization worked each gave a
different picture. In one case the programme

Politicians and the state

council/board thought it was in control and had
power, especially for communicating with the
outside world, another thought it was each participating town and a third group the joint
administrative unit.
The Phoenix jury process is a useful model,
which is clear and whose members were well
mixed between local people and SCP representatives. That jury had no sense that it was ‘in
charge’ like the board of Open Highway. The jury
did a job and moved on.

A dilemma for the SCP programme is that it
wants to foster alternatives and openness and at
the same time wants to collaborate with state
bodies. Yet the latter often restrict those possibilities. Most cooperation projects relate to and
even depend on the public domain, but in relating to them seek to change them. The experience is mixed: the support of the mayor in Kardjali is exceptional and helpful, by contrast in
one of the Phoenix culture houses in Ceptura
the new mayor feels threatened by the project

apartment #16

They had a wedding in the
family recently.

(the old one was supportive) and is obstructive:
‘the mayor took my strength and drained my
energy just when I needed political support’.
In most cases the relationship with state bodies
is quite underdeveloped. The local or state institutions still have the gut reaction that they are
in charge and are doing the SCP projects a
favour, instead of seeing the initiatives as of

more actively engaged; the Contemporary Arts
Centre in Plovdiv noted how important is was
having a good politician there at the right time.
They now even have a saying ‘to go to the
Badev’ if they have a problem.

mutual benefit that requires mutual respect.
Waiting for the state or localities to change will

been elaborated, where in effect only 18 months
is left for real project work. An additional factor

take a very long time without pressure. The
financial independence within the three years of

that cuts across the desire to produce content
and to survive is financial sustainability and

the SCP project provides a window of opportunity to ‘get on with it’ and to push barriers and
to actively be collaborative with state entities
but not to be dependent on them: To join in
with them, but to do it on their own terms.
Ideally a relationship of respect is then built
that can be drawn upon once SCP funding stops.
The trick is now to develop mature relationships
with the public sector so as not to be dependent
on the whim of changing governments and to
entice the public sector with initiatives that

legacy. This means embedding sustainability and
catalytic prospects into the conception of the
project as a whole and sub-projects within it.
This requires issues of long term financial viability to be thought through already at the beginning of year two and this is not happening.
There is no training on leveraging resources or
harnessing broader assets or at least challenging projects like happened in this research: ‘to
think of 10 ways of making money without
losing your integrity’. What this will be in each

also help them and where they can gain some
credit. Most cooperation projects do not think

instance is different. For the Tetovo or Plovdiv
media centres it may be web design for a set of
clients whose principles they agree with. For
Creative Cities Albania or Open Highway it may

10 ways of making money
without losing your integrity.
along these lines thinking through questions
such as: What is more effective, becoming a
model outside the system or being in part a part
of it?
The dilemmas are endless – CACM in Odessa has
the opportunity to change public sector thinking; Open Highway needs the collaboration of
the local authorities, Creative Cities Albania
could do much more if the municipalities were
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Planning for Legacy
The timing issues on three-year projects have

be organizing and managing events and projects
on behalf of the municipality, for cARTier it may
taking on another area to renew in Iasi. The list
could be extensive once the question is on the
table. The SCP system needs to learn that they
should think of profit making activities in the
first year.
The range of fundraising good practices have not
yet been discussed and it may only happen when
it is too late so obstructing the core goal of SCP
projects to create long term organizations. The
danger then is that the SCP initiatives were only
time limited projects. Issues to explore beyond
raising money include creating supporters clubs
or friends groups and ambassadors.

An additional element of legacy planning is to
assess the extent to which each project can be
scaled up, multiplicated or appropriately replicated or how ‘disciples’, ‘imitators’ and ‘followers’ can be created or whether handbooks or
toolkits can be published. Most of the SCP
initiatives have this potential. Gramofon could
be replicated in Bulgaria or the Ukraine, the
same is true for Phoenix. For example, the lessons from Phoenix have already been put
together as a video and later handbook, and the
process of culture house development can continue to some degree without funds. Some of the
other projects are more difficult to scale up,
because they are so individual and unique to
their place and circumstance such as Confluent
Margins. However within all the projects the
core ideas can be spread to different settings.
The question now to be addressed is what the
exit strategy for the programme is as a whole.
Romania and Bulgaria (where the SCP will step
out at the end of 2007) have started the thinking – whether, for example, the office becomes
a training centre to make organizations sustainable or the team of the SCP office will build up a
cultural agency. Another way of looking at the
overall exit strategy is for SCP to begin to think
through now how they might through conference or seminar series, publications or other
strategies seek to deepen the legacy of the SCP

Center for Contemporary Art, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
In Plovdiv, second biggest city in Bulgaria, the city council has put
the former Turkish bath at the disposal of the artists association ATA.
With the support of SCP, ATA is establishing in this particular space a
regional and international center for contemporary art, the first of its
kind in Bulgaria.
The Center for Contemporary Art organizes different exhibitions with
local, regional and international artists, as for instant the yearly Week
of Contemporary Art, including exhibitions, performances and public
debates or the Biennale of electronic and new media art, a big international event which consists of exhibitions, theoretical seminars,
lectures, discussions and workshops. The venue of the Turkish Bath is
also open to guest exhibitions and ATA supports the organizers
logistically as well as with public relations.
The Center also runs a Multimedia Lab where young artists are supported in digitalized art production. A residence programme gives Bulgarian and foreign artists the opportunity to realize art projects in the
Multimedia Lab and to present their work during open-door days.
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programme. Here it may also be that SCP itself
partners with other international funders to
sustain its core ideas embodied in the SCP
initiatives.
A knotty issue is internal succession an issue
most of the SCP projects have not yet faced. The
young and the old question exists in Iasi,
Plovdiv, Kardjali and it may well be that the

A final question: What would SCP do if it
could start again
If transformation is your goal what would you
do differently, given what you now know? Would
you spend the money in another way and for
another purpose? Might you have done regional
projects? Might you have done courses? Might
you have developed campaigns and advocacy

charismatic leaders stay, but equally they may
wish to move on. The issue has not been raised

projects? Might you have done community
development or mobilizing? Or might you have

and it should be.

done the same?

Monitoring
Monitoring has two aspects: day to day monitoring and monitoring the long term. The mentoring, motherly monitoring relationship it
appears is the most effective as contrasted to
the directive style. Here what is not clear to
most of the projects is that the monitoring
reports are in essence for them and not for the
SCP.
Yet the SCP programme is substantial in scope
and possible impact. Those effects will only
reveal themselves over time. Building on this
‘Lessons Learnt’ document the SCP will be evaluated in 2006 and some aspects of this impact
will emerge. In addition to this SCP should track
the projects and the trajectories of the participants who have left over time to see where they
got to and what their impact was on their
respective towns, regions and countries. This
might happen in 2007 and again in 2009.
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apartment #20

They use wood for heating.
I meet him regularly on the
stairs when he goes down
to the cellar to get some
wood. Although he is quite
old and lives on the top
floor, in winter he does this
at least three times a day.
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